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Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Nginx is an open source high-performance web server, which has gained quite some
	popularity recently. Due to its modular architecture and small footprint, it has been the default
	choice for a lot of smaller Web 2.0 companies to be used as a load-balancing proxy server. It
	supports most of the existing backend web protocols such as FCGI,...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Administration: Real World Skills for MCITP Certification and Beyond (Exam 70-668)Sybex, 2011

	SharePoint 2010 is a complex product, and a diverse skill set is required to administer it. You have to be part database administrator (DBA), part web developer, part network administrator, and part server administrator to fully wrap your mind around this product. This book was written to help you do just that.

...
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iPhone and iOS Forensics: Investigation, Analysis and Mobile Security for Apple iPhone, iPad and iOS DevicesSyngress Publishing, 2011


	This book is intended for individuals who are interested in the iPhone and other

	iOS devices and, more importantly, in the type of data that is stored and can be

	recovered from these devices. The demand for mobile forensics has grown tremendously

	with the release of smart phones. Communication on these devices is now

	documented...
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ePublishing with InDesign CS6: Design and produce digital publications for tablets, ereaders, smartphones, and moreSybex, 2012

	Here's the designer's guide to creating excellent e-books with InDesign


	Creative professionals are designing more and more e-books and e-zines as digital publishing increasingly gains market share. This book pulls together a wide range of essential information to help them maximize the versatility of InDesign for...
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The Definitive ANTLR 4 ReferencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Programmers run into parsing problems all the time. Whether it's a data format like JSON, a network protocol like SMTP, a server configuration file for Apache, a PostScript/PDF file, or a simple spreadsheet macro language--ANTLR v4 and this book will demystify the process. ANTLR v4 has been rewritten from scratch to make it...
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Test and Measurement: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2008

	The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb. Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf!

	

	Field Application engineers need to master a wide area of...
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Communication Satellite Antennas: System Architecture, Technology, and EvaluationMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	A Practical Approach To Antenna Technology For Communication Satellites


	This authoritative resource discusses antenna technology for communication satellites, addressing both the space and user segments. The book provides a system view of antenna applications, a description of various antenna technologies, and...
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	Learn Autodesk Maya from an award-winning insider  


	Best-selling author, visual effects supervisor, and technical educator Dariush Derakhshani brings you a newly-updated, step-by-step guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market, Autodesk Maya. Introducing Autodesk Maya 2015 includes...
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Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...
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Learning Ext JS 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	For those with a little JavaScript experience, this book is a great way to learn Ext JS and start building interactive web applications using Ajax, DHTML, Dom, and the like. Ideal for beginners.

	
		Learn the basics and create your first classes
	
		Handle data and understand the way it works, create powerful...
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Clojure High Performance Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an expert at writing fast and high performant code in Clojure 1.7.0


	About This Book

	
		Enhance code performance by using appropriate Clojure features
	
		Improve the efficiency of applications and plan their deployment
	
		A hands-on guide to designing Clojure programs to get...
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A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	
		“I have found this book to be a very useful classroom text, as well as a great Linux resource. It teaches Linux using a ground-up approach that gives students the chance to progress with their skills and grow into the Linux world. I have often pointed to this book when asked to recommend a solid...
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